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SUIUECT: HUMAN FACTORS STUDY REPORT - MILLSTONE 3
'

(12/31/90)

On December 31,1990, while Millstone Unit 3 was operating at 86% power, two six inch
diameter moisture separator drain lines ruptured and discharged hot condensate system steam

,

and water to the turbine building. The catastrophic failures took place shortly after a !ke.nsed
senior control operator (SCO) had manually closed a valve in one of the lines as part of the
process to isolate and repair a leak in the line, The SCO was able to return to the control
room and report the failure. The control room operators manually initiated a turbine trip and
a main steam line isolation, and began recovery activities that were successful.

On January 2,1991, Region I fonned an NRC Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) to perfora
an onsite special review of this event. The AIT team leader was Mr. J. Trapp, Kegion I.
Other team members included D. Jaffee, NRR, H. Kaplan, Region I, S. Koscielny, NRR, T.
Shedlosky, Region 1/Haddam Neck SRI, E. Trager, AEOD, J. Yerokun, Region I, and G. -
Meyer, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). INEL provided assistance as part of
an AEOD program to study the human factors aspects of events. The team was at the site
January 3 to January 7,1991, and gathered data from discussions, plant logs, strip chart
recordings, and interviews of plant operators.

Enclosed is the report prepared by INEL of the results of the human factors study. Specific
human performance aspects of this event are addressed in this memorandum.

Ooerator Error as a Root Cause

Licensed operator error was not found to be a factor contributing to this event, either directly
or indirectly. However, it appeared that it may have been less than prudent for plant
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personnel to try to evalnate the significance of the through wall leak without obtaining
assistance from engineering. Millstone 3 had no administrative procedure governing the steps
that should be taken to evaluate through-wall leaks in this system.

Command and Control

When the senior control operator (SCO) elected to personally isolate the leaking pipe section,
control room command and control was temporarily degraded. He was working alone in the
turbine building without direct means of communication with the control room and without
the knowledge of or assistance from the turbine building plant equipment operator (PEO),

|

! The SCO escaped injury following the pipe rupture and returned to the control room, where
he played an important role in recovery activities,

j Diagnostics and Decision hjaking

l A problem in maintaining control of reactor pressure and inventory was created by the loss of
instrument air to the pneumatic operated control valves within containment. The indications|

of this problem were the increasing pressure and level in the pressurizer, which were first
detected by the reactor operator (RO). The RO diagnosed the cause of the increasing pressure
and level to be closed letdown and pressurizer spray valves. The SCO and RO realired that
the pressure increase would be limited by the automatic action of the PORVs or by the ASME
Code safety valves. No automatic means of limiting the increase in level was present. The
SCO took action to limit the rate of increase in level by manually reducing the charging flow
to the minimum required for the reactor coolant pump seals.

| The SCO and the RO deduced that instrument air had been lost to the containment and in
reviewing panel indications found that the air pressure regulator valve PV-15 was closed.
The control logic diagram showed that PV-15 was controlled by an electrical-to pneumatic
signal converter. Since indications of loss of some electrical power load centers were present,
it was concluded that PV 15 had failed closed due on a loss of electrical power. At this point
the SCO and RO wue joined by an instrument and control (1&C) specialist who was not
assigned to the shift, but who volunteered his help to the control room operators.

The SCO and the RO deduced that the convertor for PV-15 should be bypassed and that this

should be permissible, even though PV-15 was a containment isolation valve, because there
were two solenoid-operated isolation valves in series with the regulator. The SCO obtained
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the proper authorization for bypassing PV 15 and then directed the I&C specialist to proceed.
The 1&C specialist examined the instrument air tubing around PV-15 and suggested the
regulator for PV-15 be wedged open since this would be more efficient than installing bypass
tubing. The SCO agreed and the wedge was installed. This opened PV 15, restored
instrument air to containment, and restored control of the letdown and pressurizer spray-
valves. The team consisting of the SCO, the RO, and the I&C specialist had thus moved -
efficiently through proLem identification, diagnostics, action selection, and action to restore

|
normal control of pressurizer pressure and level. The pressurizer level was lirN to 83%,-
and the PORVs had cycled, as designed, to prevent lifting of the ASME Code safety valves.I

iControl of Risk to Personnel

The Unit 3 Duty Officer, a maintenance engineer, an engineering supervisor, a maintenance
supervisor, operators, and other Unit 3 staff had observed the steam leak prior to the pipe
rupture. There was apparently a lack of awareness by these individuals that the through wall
pipe leak could be a precursor to a catastrophic failure. While other through wall leaks in the
secondary systems piping had been experienced during Unit 3 operation, these had been due

_

to localized flaws, such as those caused by jet impingement, where a small pipe tee'd into a -
larger diameter pipe. There was little awareness that a through wall leak might be due to
thinning of the pipe wall by erosion-corrosion mechanisms. As a result, precautions to
protect personnel against a pipe rupture were not taken.

|-
|

. Evaluation of Ooerator Response|

Licensed personnel performed well during this event. They quickly identified the problem,
,

)~ manually tripped the reactor, isolated the main steam systemi and initiated recovery activities.
During recovery the operators kept the plant in a stable condition, in spite of problems due to
equipment damage resulting from steam and flooding, includingloss of instrument air to
containment, and numerous alarms due to both real equipment problems and to false electrical <

signals.

The teamwork by the station staff was also found to be noteworthy. The event occurred at .
4:33 p.m. New Year's Eve and adequate support personnel were available, many of whom
volunteered. ' Among those who volunteered to assist the control room operators were I&C
technicians, four plant equipment operators from unit 2, and'two engineers from unit 3

..

engineering. Local operations were carried on-in parallel in the turbine building to de-oil and -
remove the water and to carry out other recovery activities.
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It is important not to undervalue the fortuitous circumstances that helped make this response
possible. The event occurred at a relatively good time of the day (4:33 pm); there were -
personnel available who were coming on shift, as well as those who had not yet gone off the
day shift; and, Unit 2 was in an outage, and personnel were available from that source. A
similar response might not have been possible under other circumstances.

This report is being sent to Region I for appropriate distribution within the region.

-

Originalsignedby

Jack E. Rosenthal, Chief
Reactor Operations Analysis Branch
Division of Safety Progm :ts
Office for Analysis aa'! 6 valuation|

of Operational Data

Enclosure: As stated

i cc: Northeast Nuclear Energy Company
| ATrN: Mr. E. J. Mroczka
i Senior Vice President - Nuclear
! Engineering and Operations Group

P.O. Box 270
Hartford, Connecticut 06141-0270

Distribution: See attached
i

*See previous concurrence:
ROAB:DSP:AEOD ROAB:DSP:AEOD C:ROAB:DSP:AEOD
ETrager:mmk* GI2nik* JRosenthal*
04/2/91 04/3/91 04/3/91
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It is important not to undervalue the fortuitous circumstances that helped m e this response
possible. The event occurred at a relatively good time of the day (4:33 p ; there were

personnel available who were coming on shift, as well as those who had ot yet gone off the
day shift; und, Unit 2 was in an outage, and personnel were available om that source. A
similar response might not have been possible under other circums as.

This report is being sent to Region I for appropriate distribution ithin the region.
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Jack E. osenthal, Chief
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